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Coyote's Creed Jul 28 2022 Always have an ace up your sleeve. Broken Mirrors, Book
1 If con games were taught in high school, Spencer Crain would be on the honor roll.
As it is, he’ll be riding the edge of failure to graduation next month. Then Spence gets
the news that his long-gone father is not only dead, but was a Coyote, one of three
clans of tricksters in the City. With a near-catatonic mother on his hands, Spence
couldn’t care less about the Coyotes’ ongoing feud with the Phouka and the
Kitsune—until it lands on his doorstep. Suddenly he’s thrown head-first into a
dangerous world he knows next-to-nothing about. His only guide is Rourke, dashing
King of the Phouka, plus a growing pack of half-siblings, a god, and Fate herself. As
Spence embarks on a journey to learn the Coyote’s creed, the truth about his heritage,
and how to handle his growing attraction to Rourke, he wonders when his life turned
from TV sitcom to real-life danger zone. And what price must he pay to survive the
next roll of the dice… Warning: Contains PG-13 rated violence, R-rated language and
X-rated hotel scenes. Meta-humor, pop-culture humor, utter disregard for the 4th wall
abound.
Vampire Academy (book 1) Jan 10 2021 The international Number 1 bestselling
Vampire Academy series by Richelle Mead is NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE.
Higher Learning. Higher Stakes. ONLY A TRUE BEST FRIEND CAN PROTECT
YOU FROM IMMORTAL ENEMIES . . . Lissa Dragomir is a mortal vampire. She

must be protected at all times from the fiercest and most dangerous vampires of all the ones who will never die. Rose Hathaway is Lissa's best friend - and her bodyguard.
Now, after two years of illicit freedom, they've been dragged back inside the iron gates
of St. Vladimir's Academy. The girls must survive a world of forbidden romances, a
ruthless social scene and terrifying night-time rituals. But above all, they must never let
their guard down, lest the immortal vampires take Lissa - forever . . . 'Exciting,
empowering and un-put-downable.' MTV's Hollywood Crush 'We're suckers for it!' Entertainment Weekly Also available in the Vampire Academy series: Vampire
Academy (Book 1) Vampire Academy: Frostbite (Book 2) Vampire Academy: Shadow
Kiss (Book 3) Vampire Academy: Blood Promise (Book 4) Vampire Academy: Spirit
Bound (Book 5) Vampire Academy: Last Sacrifice (Book 6) And don't miss the
bestselling Vampire Academy spin-off series, Bloodlines: Bloodlines (Book 1)
Bloodlines: The Golden Lily (Book 2) Bloodlines: The Indigo Spell (Book 3)
Bloodlines: The Fiery Heart (Book 4) Bloodlines: Silver Shadows (Book 5)
www.richellemead.com Facebook.com/VampireAcademyNovels
Facebook.com/BloodlinesBooks
Once Bitten Jul 16 2021 "The dragon's blood that saved her had one little unforeseen
consequence—it turned her into a vampire. Leslie always wanted to be number one at
something, and the Readers’ Cruise was her chance to make a big splash into the
romance writing world. Until she fell into the Atlantic Ocean. With her life hanging in
the balance, it would take a miracle to save her from death’s icy grip. That miracle is
Alistair McLeod, a handsome dragon-shifter, who shouldn’t exist. But now she's
counted among the living dead. Marked and hungry, Leslie awakens as an unwilling
vampire and a new member to the Order—the supernatural security force for a secret
society of the shadow world. Danger, intrigue, and murder are her new reality. And
when women end up drained, their bodies mangled by a vampire’s bite, Leslie is the
Order’s top suspect. These murders threaten everything the Order stands for, which
means the Order now threatens her. To save her life, Leslie must now embrace her
magical destiny—or fall victim to a deadly menace. The Order of the Dragon series is
best enjoyed when read in reading order. 1. Zero Hour: Prequel 2. Once Bitten 3. Twice
as High 4. Three Little Words "
Trial of the Lovebird Butcher Feb 08 2021 In New Haven, Connecticut, a decades-old
cold case resurfaces. As charges are brought, the details grow stranger and
stranger...An antiquities dealer and amateur children's magician named Edward Fox is
charged with three murders, dating back to the 1980's, when he should have been only
a child. Fox is a wanderer and a fall-down drunk. The case's unnatural timeline
combined with one alleged victim's status as a teen beauty queen set the stage for the
State of Connecticut v. Fox to become the trial of the century.Maggie Stowe insomniac, Private Investigator, dream thief- has been following Fox for months. She is
a crusader for women and girls and can still hear them screaming in Fox's dreams every
night. But reality has begun to blur for the exhausted Maggie. Defender Ben Cartwright
-the son of a murdered civil rights activist- knows to never take justice for granted. To

him, the case reeks of prosecutorial overreach. All three counts are alleged murders
without cadavers, linked to his client by circumstantial evidence rooted out by an
obsessive PI with a direct line to her girlfriend at the State's Attorney's Office. Edward
insists that Ben is the man to defend him. Never mind that he's young, or only just
passed the Bar, or that he speaks a bit slowly because his mind works differently than
most people's.The trial becomes a battle of wills. A jury and a nation are asked to
consider -as the evidence strongly suggests- that Fox has been around and interfering
with the lives of humans for a very long time; back to the Depression-era streets of
Chicago, through decades with a traveling circus, and during the Selma to Montgomery
marches that took place in Alabama, 1965...
Servant of the Underworld Mar 12 2021 The first book in the critically acclaimed
Obsidian and Blood trilogy: Year One-Knife, Tenochtitlan the capital of the Aztecs.
Human sacrifice and the magic of the living blood are the only things keeping the sun
in the sky and the earth fertile. A Priestess disappears from an empty room drenched in
blood. It should be a usual investigation for Acatl, High Priest of the Dead--except that
his estranged brother is involved, and the the more he digs, the deeper he is drawn into
the political and magical intrigues of noblemen, soldiers, and priests-and of the gods
themselves... REVIEWS: ‘ gripping mystery steeped in blood and ancient Aztec magic.
I was enthralled.’ — Sean Williams ‘An Aztec priest of the dead tries to solve a murder
mystery, and finds that politics may be even more powerful than magic. A vivid
portrayal of an interesting culture in a truly fresh fantasy novel.’ — Kevin J. Anderson
‘Amid the mud and maize of the Mexica empire, Aliette de Bodard has composed a
riveting story of murder, magic and sibling rivalry.’ — Elizabeth Bear ‘The worldbuilding is exquisite and we *believe* we are transported to the 15th century
Tenotichtlan and together with the superb voice they formed the main reason I enjoyed
this book so much... Highly recommended... Ms. de Bodard is a writer to watch.’ —
Fantasy Book Critic
Semester Aboard May 14 2021 I should have packed a stake. I thought a two-month
cruise around Latin America would be filled with magical moments. I never imagined
I’d be swimming with a mermaid or hiking through a rainforest with a werewolf. That
is, until that fateful night when I met Thomas and the others out on deck and
discovered that magic is real. Now, they’re teaching me how to use my newfound
powers and what’s more, they’ve welcomed me into the close-knit little family they’ve
built together. Turns out we aren’t the only paranormal beings on board, and our
bloodthirsty enemy isn’t happy we’re here. A week ago, I didn’t even believe vampires
were real, but now we’re being stalked by one. Trapped on the ship, with no way to call
for help, it’s up to us to stop him and save the rest of the passengers… and ourselves. If
we can’t, we might never set foot on land again. Semester Aboard is the award-winning
first book in the complete More than Magic series, by USA Today best-selling author,
Elizabeth Kirke. If you like your urban fantasy reads mixed with a little suspense,
adventure, and enigmatic characters to fall in love with, you’ll want to sail away with
this one today. Also available on audiobook More than Magic Series: Semester Aboard

Snow Bound Soul Choice Magic Betrayed Magic Vanished Magic Awakened Magic
Conquered Magic Unveiled Magic Sacrificed
A City Dreaming Feb 20 2022 A powerful magician returns to New York City and
reluctantly finds himself in the middle of a war between the city’s two most powerful
witches. “It would help if you did not think of it as magic. M certainly had long ceased
to do so.” M is an ageless drifter with a sharp tongue, few scruples, and the ability to
bend reality to his will, ever so slightly. He’s come back to New York City after a long
absence, and though he’d much rather spend his days drinking artisanal beer in his
favorite local bar, his old friends—and his enemies—have other plans for him. One
night M might find himself squaring off against the pirates who cruise the Gowanus
Canal; another night sees him at a fashionable uptown charity auction where the
waitstaff are all zombies. A subway ride through the inner circles of hell? In M’s
world, that’s practically a pleasant diversion. Before too long, M realizes he’s landed in
the middle of a power struggle between Celise, the elegant White Queen of Manhattan,
and Abilene, Brooklyn’s hip, free-spirited Red Queen, a rivalry that threatens to make
New York go the way of Atlantis. To stop it, M will have to call in every favor, waste
every charm, and blow every spell he’s ever acquired—he might even have to get out
of bed before noon. Enter a world of Wall Street wolves, slumming scenesters,
desperate artists, drug-induced divinities, pocket steampunk universes, and demonic
coffee shops. M’s New York, the infinite nexus of the universe, really is a city that
never sleeps—but is always dreaming.
Familiar Magic Jan 28 2020 Three butchered witches. An unknown killer. One big
mistake: they left the familiar alive. Stella Familiar was created by the London Coven
to protect the city from the monsters that lurk in the shadows. She's fought against the
darkness for decades, but now something new has come to town. Something that's torn
her world apart. This monster did the impossible: it murdered the three most powerful
witches in London, putting the city in peril, and leaving Stella alone for the first time to
fight back against a power she doesn't understand. An evil beyond anything she can
imagine is loose; something with the power to crush her like a bug... and it's back to
finish what it started. Does Stella have what it takes to defeat a threat this powerful, or
will the creature of her nightmares snuff out the Coven for good? Mystery, scares, and
fast-paced action collide in this thrilling urban fantasy series. Read Familiar Magic now
for a page-turning tale of magic and mayhem you cannot put down.
Darkness Unknown Jun 14 2021 You have been lied to. Werewolves, vampires, ghosts
… they aren’t what you think. After the death of her mother, Everly Boderleth has to
go back to her spooky hometown, Shroudhaven, and she has a plan to get in and out as
quick as possible. Step one, clear out the family home and antique store. Step two,
watch her childhood sweetheart die violently at the hands of an indescribable, horrific
creature. Wait, what? That wasn't part of the plan. But it was just a dream, wasn't it? As
the evidence mounts that what she saw was real, a broken heart is the least of her
problems. Everly thinks she's close to the truth, but nothing is as it seems. What is
really lurking in the dark? Darkness Unknown is the first book in the Beshadowed

series by S.A. Fenech. If you're looking for shifters with a twist, urban fantasy with a
touch of horror, and a satisfying mystery, you'll love Beshadowed.
Fairy Tales of London Aug 17 2021 Finalist for the 2022 Mythopoeic Scholarship
Award for Myth and Fantasy Studies From the time of Charles Dickens, the
imaginative power of the city of London has frequently inspired writers to their most
creative flights of fantasy. Charting a new history of London fantasy writing from the
Victorian era to the 21st century, Fairy Tales of London explores a powerful tradition
of urban fantasy distinct from the rural tales of writers such as J.R.R. Tolkien. Hadas
Elber-Aviram traces this urban tradition from Dickens, through the scientific romances
of H.G. Wells, the anti-fantasies of George Orwell and Mervyn Peake to contemporary
science fiction and fantasy writers such as Michael Moorcock, Neil Gaiman and China
Miéville.
The Fallen Sep 29 2022 The first three volumes in the New York Times bestselling
The Fallen series is available as an eBook boxed set. Join the ultimate quest for
redemption. The son of a mortal and an angel, Aaron has been chosen to redeem the
Fallen. But as war rages between Heaven and Hell, evil powers gain strength at every
turn. Aaron must harness the incredible force within him if he’s going to save himself
and the girl he loves—let alone the entire world. And Aaron is out to prove that what
doesn’t kill you makes you stronger. This eBook boxed set chronicles Aaron’s quest
for redemption and includes The Fallen 1, The Fallen 2, and The Fallen 3.
American Demon Sep 25 2019 A thrilling return to the #1 New York Times
bestselling urban fantasy series, continuing Rachel Morgan's story. RACHEL
MORGAN IS BACK--AND THE HOLLOWS WILL NEVER BE THE SAME. What
happens after you've saved the world? Well, if you're Rachel Mariana Morgan, witchborn demon, you quickly discover that something might have gone just a little bit
wrong. That the very same acts you and your friends took to forge new powers may
have released something bound by the old. With a rash of zombies, some strange new
murders, and an exceedingly mysterious new demon in town, it will take everything
Rachel has to counter this new threat to the world--and it may demand the sacrifice of
what she holds most dear.
Bulletproof Damsel Mar 31 2020 One sassy female weapons master...who doesn't get
out much. One alpha-hole who lays claim to her the moment he sets eyes on her. She's
a weapon in the hands of her enemies, and Rhys intends to use her. An ancient family
feud between the legendary Van Helsing's and Silversmith's who once made their
legendary weapons...What can possibly go wrong? When Remington comes face to
face with Rhys Van Helsing, the world will never be the same again. For Remington
Silversmith? Apparently everything. Mature audience only. Previously released in
E.V.I.E.
Atlas Shrugged Sep 05 2020 Peopled by larger-than-life heroes and villains, charged
with towering questions of good and evil, Atlas Shrugged is Ayn Rand’s magnum
opus: a philosophical revolution told in the form of an action thriller—nominated as
one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great American Read. Who is John

Galt? When he says that he will stop the motor of the world, is he a destroyer or a
liberator? Why does he have to fight his battles not against his enemies but against
those who need him most? Why does he fight his hardest battle against the woman he
loves? You will know the answer to these questions when you discover the reason
behind the baffling events that play havoc with the lives of the amazing men and
women in this book. You will discover why a productive genius becomes a worthless
playboy...why a great steel industrialist is working for his own destruction...why a
composer gives up his career on the night of his triumph...why a beautiful woman who
runs a transcontinental railroad falls in love with the man she has sworn to kill. Atlas
Shrugged, a modern classic and Rand’s most extensive statement of Objectivism—her
groundbreaking philosophy—offers the reader the spectacle of human greatness,
depicted with all the poetry and power of one of the twentieth century’s leading artists.
He Who Fights with Monsters May 02 2020 The path from retail middle management
to interdimensional wizard adventurer wasn't easy, but Jason Asano is settling into his
new life. Now, a contest draws young elites to the city of Greenstone, competing for a
grand prize. Jason must gather a band of companions if he is to stand a chance against
the best the world has to offer.While the young adventurers are caught up in
competition, the city leaders deal with revelations of betrayal as a vast and terrible
enemy is revealed. Although Jason seems uninvolved, he has unknowingly crossed the
enemy's path before. Friends and foes made along the way will lead him to cross it
again as inevitable conflict looms.After cementing itself as one of the best-rated serial
novels on Royal Road with an astonishing 13 million views, the He Who Fights with
Monsters Series is now available on Kindle. It's perfect for fans of Pirate Aba, Dakota
Krout, and Luke Chmilenko.
Fae Origins Aug 05 2020 An uncommon magic. A sexy supernatural stalker. A
disastrous curse. The last thing McKenna Sawyer needs in her life is a stalker, even if
he's drop-dead gorgeous. She already has finals to worry about, not to mention what
she's going to do with her life once she officially graduates college. Being distracted is
not an option. Until she's almost kidnapped and her stalker saves her. Soon, McKenna
is confronted with an earth-shattering realization: the supernatural exist, and there's a
war between them. And thanks to some curse her direct descendant-a witch-placed on
both the fae and the vampires, McKenna is at the heart of it. Now McKenna must travel
to the Fae world with her stalker-the vampire Aiden-to break the curse. But he's
holding something back, something that could ruin the fragile trust the two have built
up thus far, and, McKenna can't help but wonder if she's being led into a trap with
deadly consequences. With the vivid supernatural magic of True Blood and the dark,
forbidden romance of Karen Marie Moning's Fever series, Origins of Magic is your
newest urban fantasy romance addiction. Scroll up and 1-click your copy today!
Origins of Magic Fae Origins Fae Awakening Fae Curse Fae Eclipse Fae Solstice Fae
Reborn Fae Dancing Fae Legacy
A Sense of Danger Apr 12 2021 Bestselling author Jennifer Estep serves up a standalone urban fantasy adventure filled with secrets, lies, and super spies with amazing

magical abilities. Perfect for fans of Alias, James Bond, Jason Bourne, Nikita, and
Netflix’s Bodyguard. A SPY . . . My name is Charlotte Locke, and I’m an analyst for
Section 47, a secret government agency that tracks terrorists, criminals, and other
paramortal bad guys who want to unleash their abilities on an unsuspecting mortal
world. I have a magical form of synesthesia that senses danger and uncovers
lies—making me a stealthy operative. I’m trudging through another day when one of
Section’s cleaners—assassins—takes an interest in me. I don’t need my synesthesia to
realize that he is extremely dangerous and that he will do anything to achieve his
goals—even if it means putting me in the line of fire. . . . AND AN ASSASSIN I’m
Desmond Percy, one of Section 47’s most lethal cleaners. I’m also a man on a mission,
and I need Charlotte Locke’s skills to help me keep a promise, settle a score, and kill
some extremely bad people. Charlotte might not like me, but we’re stuck together until
my mission is over. Still, the more time we spend together, the more I’m drawn to her.
But at Section 47, you never know who you can trust—or who might want you dead.
Price of Magic Oct 26 2019 All magic has a price, and I'm paying it. My actions have
attracted the kind of attention I've tried my whole life to avoid. Now a dangerous
vampire shows up at my house, uninvited, with an offer I can't refuse. He claims to
have information on my mother, someone I've long believed to be dead. But his price
for that information means agreeing to work with him to discover the reason behind the
NWR's attack. I find myself getting drawn further and further into his games that risk
all my secrets. When my future goes up in flames, literally, that's only the beginning.
Maybelle has gone missing, and Patrick hasn't been himself lately. All the ghosts from
my past (some I didn't even know about) are here to haunt me, and I'm quickly learning
that I can't run from everything, no matter how hard I try. Witch's Bite a complete
series -Borrowed Magic -Price of Magic -Blood Magic -Forbidden Magic
Urban Fantasy Collection - Vampires Oct 07 2020 An eBook collection of three urban
fantasy novels: Rush of Wings by Adrian Phoenix, Staked by J.F. Lewis, and Wicked
Game by Jeri Smith-Ready. A RUSH OF WINGS Special Agent Heather Wallace is a
strong, compassionate woman who believes in justice and being a voice for the dead.
When she trails a serial-killing sexual sadist to New Orleans, an unexpected twist leads
her to a man who goes by the name Dante. Dante is a gorgeous, talented rock star, and
a vampire. He's also the killer's next target. Caught in a web of deception stretching to
the FBI and beyond, Heather runs a desperate race against time, against other agents,
and against her own deepening feelings for Dante. But not even she will be able to save
Dante from his own stolen past... STAKED A "fast-paced story with a heady mixture
of humor, violence, and sex" (Library Journal), this witty and immensely appealing
urban fantasy novel features a strip club-owning vampire with memory problems. Fans
who enjoy Charlaine Harris, Jim Butcher, and Kim Harrison will love this
unforgettable and subversive dark fantasy novel. WICKED GAME Recovering con
artist Ciara Griffin is trying to live the straight life, even if it means finding a
(shudder!) real job. She takes an internship at a local radio station, whose late-night
time-warp format features 1940s blues, '60s psychedelia, '80s goth, and more, all with

an uncannily authentic flair. Ciara soon discovers just how the DJs maintain their cred:
they're vampires, stuck forever in the eras in which they were turned. To boost ratings
and save the lives of her strange new friends, Ciara rebrands the station as "WVMP, the
Lifeblood of Rock 'n' Roll." In the ultimate con, she hides the DJs' vampire nature in
plain sight, disguising the bloody truth as a marketing gimmick. But the "gimmick"
enrages a posse of ancient and powerful vampires who aren't so eager to be brought
into the light. Soon the stakes are higher—and the perils graver—than any con game
Ciara's ever played…
Princess of Wands Jun 02 2020 Beginning a new series by the New York Times bestselling author JOHN RINGO¾ DESPERATE HOUSEWIVES MEET KILLER
DEMONS! Special: distinguished by some unusual quality . . . Circumstances: a piece
of evidence that indicates the probability or improbability of an event . . . Barbara
Everette, homemaker living in a small town in Mississippi, had the perfect life. Perfect
husband, perfect children, perfect house, perfect Christian Faith. She cooked and
cleaned perfectly and managed all of the chores of the modern suburbanite, toting the
kids, running the PTA, teaching kung-fu in the local dojo . . . Perfectly. But perfection
has a price and the day came when Barbara snapped. She simply had to have "one
weekend off." God had to grant her that much. It said no where that she was a slave.
Waving goodbye to her hapless, entirely undomestic husband, she set out on the quest
for a weekend of peace and maybe some authentic Cajun food. Detective Sergeant
Kelly Lockhart, New Orleans Homicide, had a perfect record on his latest case: not a
single suspect. And there should be at least five or six, given the DNA traces on the
many bodies. Furthermore, his sole really outstanding clue, a mysterious fish scale, had
disappeared into the recesses of the FBI Crime Lab. But the old fortune-teller was
sending him into the bayou, down in the land of authentic Cajun food, on the track of a
mysterious pimp with the admonition to "watch for the Princess." Or die. Barbara and
Kelly were heading to a rendezvous that might be fate and might reveal the hand of
God. There was more cooking in the swamps than jambalaya. Unknown to either, the
mystery of the Bayou Ripper had Special Circumstances. At the publisher's request,
this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).
Phantom Pains Mar 24 2022 Pulled back onto the Arcadia Project after losing her
partner Teo to the lethal magic of an Unseelie fey countess, Millie must prove the
innocence of her former boss, Caryl, when she is accused of murdering an agent, which
draws Millie into an insidious, arcane terrorist plot that would leave two worlds in
ruins.
Valiant Dec 09 2020 Winner of the Andre Norton Award Return to New York Times
bestselling author Holly Black’s enthralling realm of faerie in the second Modern
Faerie Tales novel, where danger and magic come hand-in-hand in the dark
underground of New York City. When seventeen-year-old Valerie runs away to New
York, she’s trying to escape a life that has utterly betrayed her. Sporting a new identity,
she takes up with a gang of squatters who live in the city’s labyrinthine subway system.
But there’s something eerily beguiling about Val’s new friends that sets her on edge.

When Val is talked into tracking down the lair of a mysterious creature, she must strike
a bargain to make it out with her life intact. Now drawn into a world she never knew
existed, Val finds herself torn between her affection for an honorable monster and her
fear of what her new friends are becoming.
Junkyard Druid Dec 21 2021 A cursed druid, blackmailed by a faery queen to find a
missing magic rock. Let's just hope they don't hack the druid off... for everyone's sake.
JUNKYARD DRUID A New Adult Urban Fantasy Novel From M.D. Massey Name's
Colin McCool. Folks call me the Junkyard Druid. I hate that name. Despite my last
name, I'm not "cool" like the other hunters in town. I don't run an occult bookstore, I've
never owned a Harley, and I didn't inherit a family fortune passed down through
generations of hunters before me. And I kind of have this curse on me that's messed up
my life. So, things have gone to hell since I was cursed. I live in a junkyard, my mentor
Finn is a heroin addict, I've got the Cold Iron Circle breathing down my neck, and the
local Fae Queen Maeve is blackmailing me into doing her dirty work. Now I'm in way
over my head trying to retrieve Maeve's stolen magic rock, all while helping my friend
Belladonna solve a series of murders that may or may not involve the local
werewolves. And did I mention that my girlfriend is a ghost? If I can just get the Faery
Queen's tathlum back, and help Belladonna solve the murders... Then I just might live
long enough to finish my first year of college. - - - Junkyard Druid is a new adult
fantasy novel that interweaves elements of paranormal mystery and suspense to
introduce an exciting new world and characters in the urban fantasy paranormal genre.
It's the first book in the Colin McCool urban fantasy series for adults. Readers of Jim
Butcher, Patricia Briggs, and Kevin Hearne will enjoy exploring this new fantasy world
through the eyes of Colin McCool. Get your copy today!
Dead Until Dark Sep 17 2021 Sink your teeth into the first novel in the #1 New York
Times bestselling Sookie Stackhouse series—the books that gave life to the Dead and
inspired the HBO® original series True Blood. Sookie Stackhouse is just a small-time
cocktail waitress in small-town Bon Temps, Louisiana. She's quiet, doesn't get out
much, and tends to mind her own business—except when it comes to her “disability.”
Sookie can read minds. And that doesn’t make her too dateable. Then along comes Bill
Compton. He’s tall, dark, handsome—and Sookie can’t hear a word he’s thinking. He’s
exactly the type of guy she’s been waiting for all her life... But Bill has a disability of
his own: he’s a vampire with a bad reputation. And when a string of murders hits Bon
Temps—along with a gang of truly nasty bloodsuckers looking for Bill—Sookie starts
to wonder if having a vampire for a boyfriend is such a bright idea.
Berserker Jul 04 2020 I read this book to my plant. Now its Yggdrasil ?
TequilaMockingbird I used to work as a web developer before reading this book. Now
I'm holding a greataxe hunting Mastodons ? LeeroyJ I read this book to my yorkie,
Milo. He now has 3 heads and goes by Cerberus ? i$ellPotatoes Alex is a game
developer though he'd much rather stream RPG classics or spend time with Louie.
That's his adorable corgi. He also hates people. Not in a homicidal way but rather in an
extremely-antisocial one. Unless you hurt Louie. In such an instant, Alex is pulled in

the Apocosmos, where our whole world is just a blip in a colorful tapestry of million
others. A multiverse ruled by a strict system. Where Norse, Greek, and Celtic
pantheons clash. Where dwarves craft, dragons hoard, and vampires don't glitter. A
world that is a cruel as epic. Alex wants none of that though. He just wants to earn an
early retirement somewhere in Spain. There's money to be made in the Apocosmos.
Alex will take advantage of the market just like he did in his MMORPG days, in what
seems like an error-proof plan. But it's a zero-sum game and some people would do
anything to eliminate competition.
Dark Hunt Aug 24 2019 "Dark Hunt is a thrilling paranormal story, which will have
you reading late into the night. I devoured it, and I couldn't stop." --Boundless Book
ReviewsBroke and living in a one-bedroom apartment the size of a closet is not what
you'd expect from an elite Hunter like me. But Hunting demons and half-breeds isn't
your average nine-to-five job with benefits. The hours are long and the pay usually
sucks. I didn't think I was going to make rent again until the Council, the group of
angel-born who'd shunned me all those years ago, offered me a job--a paying one.I
could either tell them to shove it, or take the job. So what's a gal to do? Take the gig, of
course.Everything would have worked out fine if the Council hadn't forced me to work
the case with Jax--an angel-born warrior who happened to be way too pretty to be
legal. Turns out Jax has an agenda of his own and is determined to make my life hell,
but I'm stuck with him. For now.And things went downhill from there when I found out
the demon I'm Hunting is a Greater demon. And yeah, it's Hunting me too.
Swell.*Recommended for mature YA+ due to language Dark Hunt is a sassy, fastpaced urban fantasy filled with demons, angels, vampires, werewolves, witches, fae,
leprechauns, jinn, and shifters. If you enjoy urban fantasy books with a kick-ass
heroine and plenty of action, suspense and humor, then you'll love reading Dark Hunt.
Grab your copy today!
Child of Fire Dec 29 2019 Ray Lilly is living on borrowed time. He’s the driver for
Annalise Powliss, a high-ranking member of the Twenty Palace Society, a group of
sorcerers devoted to hunting down and executing rogue magicians. But because Ray
betrayed her once, Annalise is looking for an excuse to kill him–or let someone else do
the job. Unfortunately for both of them, Annalise’s next mission goes wrong, leaving
her critically injured. With the little magic he controls, Ray must complete her
assignment alone. Not only does he have to stop a sorcerer who’s sacrificing dozens of
innocent lives in exchange for supernatural power, he must find–and destroy–the
source of that inhuman magic. BONUS: This edition contains excerpts from Harry
Connolly's Game of Cages and Twenty Palaces.
Moonheart Jun 22 2019 Sara Kendall and Kieran Foy become trapped in the midst of
the eternal battle between good and evil, in a tale of magic and romance that moves
from ancient Wales to modern Canada
Shadow's Torment: A Superhero Urban Fantasy Nov 07 2020 He fights crime. She
was born into it. When the city's in danger, superheroes can come from both sides of
the law. Marco has abandoned his superhero duties to search for an antidote for his

friend's uncontrollable fits of rage. When the only man who knows the cure dies in his
arms, Marco must puzzle his dying words alone in a crime-ridden metropolis. The
granddaughter of a crime-lord, Colleen would burn down the city to find her missing
brother. As she pieces together the clues, Colleen and Marco uncover a horrifying
secret from the past that will threaten all of their futures. Fans of dark urban fantasy
and noir superheroes will love this high-octane sequel! Suit up and buy Shadow's
Torment, book two in The Rise of Heroes series today! Previously published as
Shadow Dreams, book two of The Vigilantes: The Phantasm Trilogy
Rivers of London Nov 19 2021 'Ben Aaronovitch's masterfully crafted world of magic,
ghosts and gruesome crimes gives the late, great Terry Pratchett a run for his money'
The Sun 'Great, great fun' Simon Mayo, Radio 2 My name is Peter Grant and until
January I was just probationary constable in that mighty army for justice known to all
right-thinking people as the Metropolitan Police Service (and as the Filth to everybody
else). My only concerns in life were how to avoid a transfer to the Case Progression
Unit - we do paperwork so real coppers don't have to - and finding a way to climb into
the panties of the outrageously perky WPC Leslie May. Then one night, in pursuance
of a murder inquiry, I tried to take a witness statement from someone who was dead but
disturbingly voluble, and that brought me to the attention of Inspector Nightingale, the
last wizard in England. Now I'm a Detective Constable and a trainee wizard, the first
apprentice in fifty years, and my world has become somewhat more complicated: nests
of vampires in Purley, negotiating a truce between the warring god and goddess of the
Thames, and digging up graves in Covent Garden ... and there's something festering at
the heart of the city I love, a malicious vengeful spirit that takes ordinary Londoners
and twists them into grotesque mannequins to act out its drama of violence and despair.
The spirit of riot and rebellion has awakened in the city, and it's falling to me to bring
order out of chaos - or die trying.
The Cambridge Companion to Fantasy Literature Aug 29 2022 Fantasy is a creation of
the Enlightenment, and the recognition that excitement and wonder can be found in
imagining impossible things. From the ghost stories of the Gothic to the zombies and
vampires of twenty-first-century popular literature, from Mrs Radcliffe to Ms Rowling,
the fantastic has been popular with readers. Since Tolkien and his many imitators,
however, it has become a major publishing phenomenon. In this volume, critics and
authors of fantasy look at its history since the Enlightenment, introduce readers to some
of the different codes for the reading and understanding of fantasy, and examine some
of the many varieties and subgenres of fantasy; from magical realism at the more
literary end of the genre, to paranormal romance at the more popular end. The book is
edited by the same pair who produced The Cambridge Companion to Science Fiction
(winner of a Hugo Award in 2005).
War for the Oaks Jan 22 2022 Eddi McCandry sings rock and roll. But her boyfriend
just dumped her, her band just broke up, and life could hardly be worse. Then, walking
home through downtown Minneapolis on a dark night, she finds herself drafted into an
invisible war between the faerie folk. Now, more than her own survival is at risk-and

her own preferences, musical and personal, are very much beside the point. War for the
Oaks is a brilliantly entertaining fantasy novel that's as much about this world as about
the imagined one.
Blood Cult - An Urban Fantasy Novel Jul 24 2019 They say knowledge can be
dangerous in the wrong hands, but tell that to the crazy cult who've got their hands on
The Dark Codex, the most dangerous book ever written. A book thought to be just a
myth...until now. The cult want to use the knowledge in the book to oust the
supernatural underground and put magic in the hands of everyone, leading to chaos and
a complete breakdown of society. To stop this madness, I must go undercover to
dismantle the cult from within, retrieve the book, and destroy it…before it destroys
everything. Which would be easy, if the book weren't indestructible, and the cult leader
weren't a demigod. Then there's the leader's daughter... Whatever happens, something
tells me the world will never be the same again…and neither will I. If you like snarky
heroes, lots of action, and a healthy dose of grit and gore, you’ll love the third
instalment in N.P. Martin’s series of urban fantasy/occult suspense novels. Explore the
Wizard’s Creed universe and get lost in Blood Cult today.
Paper Cities Oct 19 2021 A collection of urban fantasy stories featuring cities--whether
real or imaginary and throughout history--and how they affect the lives and experiences
of their inhabitants.
The Urban Fantasy Anthology May 26 2022 Whether featuring tattooed demon
hunters, angst-y vampires, supernatural gumshoes, or pixelated pixies, Urban Fantasy
mashes up old-school tales with pop culture, creating iconic characters, diverging
moralities, and complex settings. Urban fantasy is finally showcased in this starstudded collection, representing all three of its distinct styles, including the playful new
mythologies of Charles de Lint, the sexy paranormal romances of Patricia Briggs, and
the gritty urban noir of Neil Gaiman.
The Undead Pool Oct 31 2022 Supernatural superhero Rachel Morgan must counter a
strange magic that could spell civil war for the Hollows in this sexy and bewitching
urban fantasy adventure in acclaimed New York Times bestselling author Kim
Harrison's Hollows series. Witch and day-walking demon Rachel Morgan has managed
to save the demonic ever after from shrinking, but at a high cost. Now, strange magic is
attacking Cincinnati and the Hollows, causing spells to backfire or go horribly wrong,
and the truce between the races, between Inderlander and human, is shattering. Rachel
must stop this dark necromancy before the undead vampire masters who keep the rest
of the undead under control are lost and all-out supernatural war breaks out. Rachel
knows of only weapon to ensure the peace: ancient elven wild magic, which carries its
own perils. And no one know better than Rachel that no good deed goes unpunished . .
.
Naked City Apr 24 2022 In this thrilling collection of original stories some of today's
hottest paranormal authors delight, thrill, and captivate readers with otherworldly tales
of magic and mischief. In Jim Butcher's "Curses" Harry Dresden investigates how to
lift a curse laid by the Fair Folk on the Chicago Cubs. In Patricia Briggs' "Fairy Gifts,"

a vampire is called home by magic to save the Fae who freed him from a dark curse. In
Melissa Marr's "Guns for the Dead," the newly dead Frankie Lee seeks a job in the
afterlife on the wrong side of the law. In Holly Black's "Noble Rot," a dying rock star
discovers that the young woman who brings him food every day has some strange
appetites of her own. Featuring original stories from 20 authors, Naked City, edited by
the award-winning Ellen Datlow, is a dark, captivating, fabulous and fantastical
collection that's sure to have readers coming back for more.
Shadow Magic Jun 26 2022 Dive into six full-length urban fantasy novels by USA
Today and national bestselling authors! Escape into tales of shifters and sorceresses,
gamers and bakers, demons and artifact hunters, plus one very mischievous Norse god.
Full of adventure, mystery, romance, and plenty of snark, these novels will immerse
you in magical worlds while you turn pages far into the night. Huntress Born by Aimee
Easterling - Werewolf and baker Ember leaves her pack to hunt for her missing half
brother. But with danger growing on all sides, it's only a matter of time before she gets
burned. By an author described as a "good choice for Patricia Briggs fans." Beyond the
Veil by Pippa DaCosta - Half-demon and half-human, Muse tried to lead an ordinary
life. But when an underworld assassin comes after her, she must embrace her
powers—and make a formidable deal with the Prince of Greed. Justice Calling by
Annie Bellet - Between hiding out from her evil ex-boyfriend who wants to steal her
power and keeping her friends safe from dangerous magics, Jade Crow has all the
problems. For fans of The Dresden Files and the Iron Druid, this is a nerdy urban
fantasy full of snark and fireballs. Getting Wilde by Jenn Stark - Tarot-reading artifact
hunter Sara Wilde can find anything, for a price. Then a wickedly sexy magician offers
her the ultimate challenge: Sneak behind Vatican walls...and steal the Devil himself.
Globe-trotting, fast-paced, high-stakes adventure perfect for fans of Darynda Jones,
Faith Hunter, and Ilona Andrews! Wolves by C. Gockel - When Amy prays for help,
Loki the Norse God of mischief and Chaos isn't the savior she has in mind. Loki can't
resist Amy's summons, but he can insist that she help him outwit Odin, ruler of the
Nine Realms. The start of an epic urban fantasy with myth, magic, and mayhem!
Empowered: Agent by Dale Ivan Smith - The world says those possessing superpowers
are either heroes or villains. But what if you're both? Former rogue empowered
Mathilda Brandt must return to villainy in order to save her family and thousands of
others from a psychotic criminal mastermind.
Infernal Justice Books 4-6 (An Urban Fantasy Series) Nov 27 2019 Enjoy three actionpacked, fast-paced dark urban fantasy novels in a boxed set omnibus edition featuring
angels, demons, werewolves, vampires, ghosts, shady cults, mythological characters
and one bad ass cop you won’t want to mess with. Over 1000 pages of urban fantasy
action and suspense you won’t want to put down! Ethan Drake is a cop who tracks
down bad guys, both human and supernatural—the monsters nobody else dares to
touch. He hunts down the scum of the earth, rescues the lost, and protects the
vulnerable. Drake navigates the maze of occult crime, corruption, and cover-up to get
to the ugly truth. Then he decides whether to expose it…or expunge it. Helping Drake

is his partner, who’s a demon, and frankly, a royal pain in Drake’s ass. But occult
investigators are in short supply in the PD, so what are you going to do? Oh, and don’t
even get him started on the snarkiest Hellicorn in the known universe…and his six pet
Hellbastards. Harry Bosch meets John Constantine in this gripping urban fantasy noir
thriller series. ????? "You've probably have never met a character like Ethan
Drake...he's a step beyond The Punisher and as dark as Constantine." ????? “I loved it!
Ethan Drake is one of my new favorite book heroes! It was a very engaging read....dark
urban fantasy at its best!” ????? “Ok, I wasn't expecting much and was shocked. This
was fun as heck. Ethan isn't a wimp, he's not dumb, uses common sense and actively
crushed the bad guys. Well done.” ????? “If you enjoy The Boys, you should definitely
give this go. It takes anti-heroes to a whole new level.” ????? “Holy smokes this was
good! I've never had a character do that beautiful edge of villain and hero so well.”
????? “This is a superbly written paranormal urban fantasy” ????? “This fast-paced
series is a page-turner that will capture your imagination and your attention with the
first page and won’t let go until the very last sentence.” ????? “Phenomenal writing,
very ‘Constantine’ feel, if you’re into the occult.” ????? “A new kind of hero…” ?????
“This is urban fantasy at its finest. Another author I’ve added to my must read list. This
has everything I could possibly want in an urban fantasy.”
River Marked Feb 29 2020 The sixth novel in the international No. 1 bestselling Mercy
Thompson series - the major urban fantasy hit of the decade 'I love these books!'
Charlaine Harris 'The best new fantasy series I've read in years' Kelley Armstrong
MERCY THOMPSON: MECHANIC, SHAPESHIFTER, FIGHTER Car mechanic
Mercy Thompson has always known there was something different about her, and not
just the way she can make a VW engine sit up and beg. Mercy is a shapeshifter, a talent
she inherited from her long-gone father. And she's never known any others of her kind.
Until now. As Mercy comes to terms with this new information, an evil is stirring in
the depths of the Columbia River. Something deadly is coming, facts are thin on the
ground and Mercy feels ill at ease. However, her father's people may know more. To
have any hope of surviving, Mercy and her mate, the Alpha werewolf Adam, will need
all the resources the shifters can offer. Or death will be the least of their worries. A
fast-paced adventure featuring the ingenious and appealing Mercy Thompson mechanic, trouble-magnet and coyote shapeshifter. Praise for the series: 'Plenty of
twists and turns . . . Kept me entertained from its deceptively innocent beginning to its
can't-put-it-down end' Kim Harrison, bestselling author of Dead Witch Walking 'I
enjoyed every minute of it. I love Mercy and can't wait for her to kick some more ass'
Lilith Saintcrow Books by Patricia Briggs: The Mercy Thompson books Moon Called
Blood Bound Iron Kissed Bone Crossed Silver Borne River Marked Frost Burned
Night Broken Fire Touched Silence Fallen Storm Cursed Shifting Shadows (Stories
from the world of Mercy Thompson)
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